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Following the performance evaluation of risk management method proposed by Carreño et al. [2004], the valuation of each indicator is estimated based on five performance levels (low, incipient, significant, outstanding, and optimal) that correspond to a range from 1 (low) to 5 (optimal). This methodological approach permits the use of each reference level simultaneously as a performance target and allows for comparison and identification of results or achievements. The response of a socio-technical system to risk is equivalent to a level of adaptation according to the level of effectiveness of its technical structure and its organization. These produce various patterns of action, inaction, innovation and determination when faced with risk. Eight philosophical perspectives in risk theory are outlined: From the viewpoint of epistemology, risk issues have brought forth problems of trust in expertise and division of epistemological labor. In decision theory, the decision-maker’s degree of control over risks is often problematic and difficult to model. In the philosophy of probability, posterior revisions of risk estimates (in so-called hindsight bias) pose a challenge to the standard model of probabilistic reasoning. In the philosophy of science, issues of risk give us reason to investigate what influence the practical uses of knowledge have on our understanding of risk.